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About This Game

Invite a friend to explore the strange, yet beautiful world of darkness and light in Shadow Puppeteer, an award-winning, local co-
op adventure.

Assume the roles of a boy and his shadow, separated from one another by the evil shadow puppeteer. Work together to
manipulate light, solving puzzles that bring you closer to finding this villain and freeing other shadows he has stolen.

Winner of the 2015 Indie Prize Director’s Choice Award and applauded for its stunning art, enchanting music and clever
puzzles, Shadow Puppeteer will captivate players from beginning to end.

Key Features

Single Player or Local Co-Op
Enjoy Shadow Puppeteer by yourself or with the company of a significant other, family member or friend in shared-
screen co-op.

Easy-to-Learn Controls
Optimized for controllers, Shadow Puppeteer is easy to pick up for players of all skill levels.
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Entertaining Puzzles
Harness the power of light to solve cleverly crafted puzzles in 2D and 3D space.

Rich Atmosphere
Breathtaking 3D art and an amazing soundtrack transport you to the delightful world of Shadow Puppeteer.
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Title: Shadow Puppeteer
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Sarepta studio
Publisher:
Snow Cannon Games
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or higher

Processor: Quadcore 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Shader model 3.0 with 512MB of VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

Additional Notes: We recommend playing this game with controllers

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Norwegian,Russian,Swedish
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i didnt recive the bana candy farm skin.... Fast paced , takes skill to master but fun for the casual gamer as well. A really cool
game if you like designing your own ships and fighting with em...
Also the 3d is awsome.. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. i love turn based strategy games and i advice to try this game.. The
music and illustrations work brilliantly together to make this a very happy program. Though not a game, not even a visual novel,
Little Storm is a beautiful work of art, easily worth five minutes of your time.. Killed all my friends in the name of pudding.

Would kill all friends for the sake of pudding/10
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Was gifted this game back in 96' or 97' and loved it. It caught my attention so see it here in the store so I purchased it again. It
works very well no problems whatsoever and I have to say a very very enjoyable experience. Haven't finished yet and I have
uncovered so much that I didn't understand back when I was a kid. I recommend it to anyone who likes mystery games, old
liners and anyone who played this before.. There's no images or cinematics.. its a bad game but its not gay so that good. Trash
game, even trashier, useless developer. Thanks for the cheap trading cards though, commie.. It's a fun and simple concept and
it's been implented well by Killer Teapot, making a little gem that which, whilst firmly a niche indie experience, shows that with
the right amount of skill, ingenuity and really polishing the game's core mechanics, even an indie game can shine as bright as
something from a major company.

It is really, very much, worth a try.. After 5 minutes I have already headache. ;). Worth about $0.99 currently -

Pros:

you can die and get a safety lecture

Cons:

no lighter, matches or electronic igniters
firework sparks, flares and explosions all look flat and amateur
objects falls through the floor (light a firework, throw it and don't watch it go off as it's no longer in this realm)
random proximity explosions (mortars set off everything near when they launch, that's not how fire works)

This is not the firework game you are looking for.. I recommend this route but and the locos are fine besides from the crap horn
on the gevo and the sounds on the SD70M but it could have a little more rolling stock included. DLC verdict: Get it on sale

Comment:
The paint job for the buggy is decent and the outfit is cool (although it is VERY similar to the Urban Explorer outfit
from the Ultimate Survivor Bundle). But the real reason why people love this DLC is the Ranger Bow. With base
damage of 400, two upgrade slots and 18 rate of fire it is possibly the best bow in the game. Not only that but you can
basically craft it in the beginning of the game as the resources needed for it are trivial. If that wasn't enough this DLC
adds the ability to craft four arrow types - Ranger's (classic), Ranger's Incendiary (fire), Ranger's Electric and
Ranger's Exploding. The materials needed for these are also easy to find. Some consider this game-breaking as it really
softens the start of the game and it does tamper with it so keep that in mind. Personally I liked the ability to headshot
my way through the early stages with the classic arrows ... but the choice is yours. However, this DLC is NOT part of
the Season Pass or Enhanced Edition. As such it is probably best to get it on sale OR if you want to show more support
get it for the full price, the content is REALLY good.

P.S.: You will unlock and use the buggy during The Following campaign expansion.
------------------------------------------------------------------
If you liked this DLC review you can find more in my Review Corner.. As dumb as this game is IMO, its actually pretty
fun with friends. Though its a bit glitchy. not bad.
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